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ABSTRACT 

The most powerful tool within the net world is that the computer programme as most of the individuals has 

confidence them for retrieving fascinating documents. The user obtaining robust recommendations and result for 

user request question. The question requests effectively process among the time from projected novel techniques. If 

user desires any question suggestions access by this approach. The user obtaining a retardant for question looking 

out owing to vast quantity of knowledge obtainable on the online, most of the documents retrieved from the computer 

programs are principally irrelevant and cause a waste of user time. What users care regarding varies heaps for varied 

queries, finding applicable predefined search goal classes is extraordinarily powerful and impractical. The foremost 

disadvantage is existing direct uniform resource surveyor looking moderately models cannot infer user question 

search result specifically. To beat that projected degree metaphysics approach for effective question method. The 

ontology question search engines offers question result pages and question interfaces of the online sites, then wont 

to extract knowledge records from a question result. It’s four levels to preprocess. A. construction of information 

region B. label price assignment for the extracted question result records C. matching. D. ontology construction .The 

ontology construction makes the ontology for the entity of a site mistreatment the question interfaces and a few 

coaching question result pages from websites among the domain. The label price assignment extract the question 

result records from the given question result and therefore the question result provides a label with an acceptable. 

Similarity clustering may be a smart approach. The similarity based mostly clustering technique identifies the similar 

factors in same cluster. The ontology computer programs result process by a linguistics internet search. Linguistics 

internet search gathers specific question end in the ontology computer program and process that question result. The 

correlate technique is effectively process the ultimate question result. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In today’s world program plays a very important role in everyone’s life. A research engine may be a tool 

that is used to induce the data within the type text, videos, audios etc… program is that the tool for net mining .net 

mining is one in all the categories of knowledge mining techniques. It’s wont to discover patterns from World Wide 

Web (WWW).It is sub divided into 3 classes 

a. Web Usage Mining 

b. Website Mining 

c. Web Structure Mining 

 
Figure.1. The types and sources of Web mining 

Web usage mining is one in all the kind of knowledge mining. It is wont to realize patterns from web 

information. It won’t facilitate the web primarily based applications. It’s conjointly accustomed capture the user’s 

browsing behavior. It’s divided as net usage information, Application server information, and Application Level 

information. Website Mining is fetching and integrating of helpful information from net databases. It’s utilized in 

content management, risk mining and content generation. Web structure mining uses the thought of graph theory. It 

examines the node and association of website’s structure. The same as web mining, ontology is one among the 

interesting and helpful topic of information mining. Ontology is used to represent set of ideas and relationships at 

intervals a specific domain. It’s wide utilized in the subsequent fields like Artificial Intelligence-Commerce, 

technology and information engineering .Ontology contains solely abstract and relationships. Ontology is explained 

with the subsequent example take a straightforward Hospital ontology with the set of ideas like Patient, Nurse, Doctor 

and Assistants. It’s explained with the figure one. In this paper web mining is increased using the ontology thought. 

This idea is clearly explained with the System design diagram. 
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Figure.2. A Hospital Ontology example 

Related work: 

Three forms of data retrieval system: What user’s care relating to varies plenty for various queries, finding 

applicable predefined search goal categories is awfully powerful and impractical? The foremost disadvantage is 

existing direct uniform resource surveyor trying moderately models cannot infer user question search result 

specifically. To beat that projected degree philosophy approach for effective question technique. 

Usage pattern discovering: Several analysis studies are created to model individual and cluster behaviors and to 

judge usage patterns of different services. These models have used completely different sources of computer file for 

modeling. These computer file includes access log files, click trace, questionnaires, interviews and alternative 

relevant documents. In internet access log files and clicking patterns of users to the web site are wont to evaluate the 

usage patterns of contents of the visited Websites and to cluster the users supported their preferences for the pages 

from the Websites. These studies are wont to improve the web site contents and to eliminate those contents that don't 

seem to be being employed. An analogous analysis study has been created to predict web site user’s genders, age 

and their quality. 

Website classification scheme: Web page classification is the process of assigning a Web page to one or more 

predefined category labels. In Website classification, categorization can be done based on Website’s content or 

structure. Most of the general purpose search engines and portals use the Website classification scheme of Open 

Directory Project (ODP). These search engines and portals include Google, Net scafe Search, AOL Search, Lycos, 

Direct Hit, etc. ODP is a multilingual open content directory of WWW links and is constructed and maintained by a 

community of volunteer editors. ODP defines 16 top level categories, which are Arts, Business, Computers, Games, 

Health, Home, Kids and Teens, News, Recreation, Reference, Regional, Science, Shopping, Society, Sports and 

World. 

Proposed work: The system architecture for enhancing the web mining using ontology is explained as follows: In 

the system the user first logins to the system and then register his/her profile this is for the first time user. If the user 

is already a valid and existing customer then profile will already exist in the web database. The user will enter the 

query for making a search in to the web database. The system contains three major steps they are 

 Ontology process 

 Similarity Based Clustering  

 Semantic web search and 

 Correlating Technique. 

Ontology process: Using the web database the ontology process is carried out. In this step the main aim is to 

construct the ontology. It consists of three sub steps .The first step is to construct the data region. In the web database 

based on the user’s query the data’s are searched with their location when a data is found that region is noted. For a 

single query there may be immense data so all regions are constructed in this step. The second step is label value 

assignment for extracted query result. In this query results are assigned with a label value based on their relevancy. 

If the data is highly related to query it is assigned with first label. The next step is matching. Matching is comparing 

the query results with the user’s query. If it is matched it is accepted for next step otherwise the result is rejected.  

The last and final step is Ontology construction. The matched results are used to construct the ontology. 

Similarity based clustering: The next method is Similarity based mostly cluster. Cluster is that the method of 

collection set of objects among a similar cluster. During this system supported the similarity between the data’s and 

question cluster is completed. Initial the factors that square measure accustomed realize the similarity is found. These 

factors square measure accustomed determine the entities happiness to a similar cluster. The Similarity factors square 

measure derived from user profile. Victimization that profile details similar question rating is found. Then the 

extracted results square measure passed to the linguistics internet search. Within the user profile the data’s concerning 

user like user’s session, browsing behavior, of times searched things etc. 

Semantic web search: The Next method is linguistics internet search. It contains 2 steps one is extracting the actual 

centered keywords from metaphysics computer program and therefore the different is process the metaphysics 

question results. Initially the keywords that square measure matched properly square measure thought of as centered 

key words. These square measure extracted from the metaphysics computer program. Then the results that square 

measure metaphysics based mostly square measure processed victimization some techniques. 
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Correlating technique: The final method is correlation techniques. It contains 2 sub processes. The primary is 

retrieving the processed question results from the higher than step and it's processed effectively. Consequent step is 

looking the entire method to induce the ultimate result. 

 
Figure.3. Overall architecture 

From the last step the relevant result is obtained easily. Then these final results are taken as precise and it is 

stored in the database when the user gets absolute result from the database. This system is also focusing on providing 

strong recommendations .For this purpose suggestions are given to user when a user logins to the search engine. 

2. CONCLUSION 

 Ontology is used to explain the fact from web within any domain knowledge. This paper focuses on 

enhancing web mining using ontology. This paper also focuses on retrieving relevant results and strong 

recommendation for the user. The Proposed technique has been effectively implemented and the query results were 

more relevant for the user’s benefit. 
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